
Exercises to Ch12b.4

These are exercises to Ch12b.4 with the notation and equations the same as in the main text.

Exercise 12.4.1 How is the equivalence premium changed in a defined benefit scheme when
payments are in arrears?

Exercise 12.4.2 Consider a term insurance contract entered at age l0 and lasting K years,
but with the extra clause that the policy holder pays three times as much as the equivalence
premium. If he is alive at K the extra money is used to purchase a life annuity. Find a
mathematical expression for the pension he will receive each year (Hint: Use an equivalence
argument].

Exercise 12.4.3 The value of insurance contracts were in (1.6) defined as the expected re-
maining payments under the contract. Consider a defined benefit scheme entered at age l0 and
with retirement at lr after which a fixed pension s is being received until the individual dies.
The premium π is determiend by equivalence. a) Find a mathematical expression for the value
of the contract before retirement. b) And after retirement.

Exercise 12.4.4 Suppose an ordinary term insurance contract lasting K years and designed
through equivalence is broken off after k years where k < K. a) Argue that the policy holder
is entitled to compensation. b) Determine a mathematical expression showing how much he
should receive.

Exercise 12.4.5 Consider a defined benefit scheme starting at l0 = 35 years with retire-
ment at lr = 65 and with pension lasting until death. a) Compute the equivalence premium
at r = 3% for a pension s = 1 using the mortalities of Norwegian males in Exercise 12.3.4.
b) redo for Norwegian women (taking the mortalites from the same exercise) c) The higher
premium for women is sometimes attacked on the grounds that it may be an impediement
agiant hiring women. How much must their pension be lowered to be the same as the premium
for men?

Exercise 12.4.6 a) Under the conditions of the preceding exercise compute the value of
a defined benefit contract for Norwegian males up to retirement age 65 years. b) Compare
with the value of a ordinary savings contract with contributions equal to the equivalence pre-
mium and at the same level of interest. c) If the money in b) is used at 65 to purchase a life
annuity, how much smaller than insurance contract will it be?

Exercise 12.4.7 Suppose you at 60 purchase an annual life annuity lasting for K years with
payments in advance. The annual rate of interest is 3%. a) Compute the amount you receive
each year when when the initial capital is 1. Vary K over 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 years and
use the survival model for Norwegian women in Exercise 12.3.4. b) An ordinary savings plan
where the account is eaten up after K years allows each year the withdrawal

s =
r(1 + r)K

(1 + r)K
− 1

.
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Compare this value with the pension in a) using the same values for K.
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